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Journey of the Cosmic Ashlar



GRAEME



KILSHAW



In the eternal school of light, the Masters teach of the

guardians, messengers, and prophets of the Cosmic Initiation,

and of the ashlar symbolizing the greatest of the three great

lights. Freemasonry teaches that the three great lights are

represented within every Lodge as the rough ashlar, the perfect

ashlar, and the cosmic ashlar. In the East, beneath the blazing

star Sirius, brethren witness a sacred stone with the Masonic

mallet, like a gavel symbolizing authority and cosmic

power. With power great also comes great wisdom. The

Cosmic Ashlar symbolizes the highest wisdom, and it issues

forth directly from the blazing star. The Eastern Star evidently

has been guiding the hierarchy throughout all of the

time. This star is sometimes called the Dog Star, Sirius, or the

Glimmering Light in the East.

The most sacred of all masonic wisdom is the means of

seeing all creation through the lens of light and conscious

intention. The Cosmic Ashlar is not the totality of masonic

knowledge, and has almost nothing to do with the common

“degree work”. However, the Cosmic Ashlar is a code stone,

or touchstone, which is known in masonic circles. Throughout

the ages there has been a masonic cipher connecting

enlightened minds that acts like a bridge of light between Spirit
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and Man. The foundation stone is the Cosmic Ashlar of King

Solomon, as well as the secret symbolic knowledge of the

Master Hiram Abiff, who in Spirit was raised up into the

Glimmering Light in the East after living and dying to protect

the secrets.

Scripture holds a story that interweaves the three

Monotheistic faiths with the records of the Cosmic Ashlar, the

Scrolls of Abraham, and the Tablets of Moses. These sacred

objects make up a symbolic triune gateway to God. An ashlar

is a stone that represents a soul, and the Cosmic Ashlar

therefore symbolizes a cosmic soul. The nature of our Cosmic

Soul is the mystery within all humankind. There is a

mysterious singularity, a singular essence within the cultures

and languages of humankind, and the Cosmic Ashlar or

Friendship Cube, brings us even closer together, like a bridge.

Until the war drum throbs no longer

And the battle flags are furled

In the parliament of man

The federation of the world

	
  

	
  



The Journey of the Cosmic Ashlar is a story that provides

us with several keys of understanding. According to scripture,

the Cosmic Ashlar was first entrusted to Adam and Eve jointly

in the Garden of Eden. The story of Genesis is deeply

encoded; it is cryptic, and it deals with the relationships

between Spirit and man. Eden transforms into Egypt. The

journey of the Cosmic Ashlar continues with Abraham, who

writes papyrus scrolls in the language of light from the Cosmic

Ashlar. There is a correlative language that jumps between

Hebrew, Phoenician, and Reformed Egyptian. Abraham

writes about the Cosmic Ashlar. It is a sacred relic and
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landmark passed down to Him from the dawn of creation. In

his scrolls we also see evidence of a granary, a large tract of

land and a people, as well as many numerical symbols. The

scrolls of Abraham are passed to Pharaoh Ramses, and then

entrusted to His son RMSS.

Moses and the Tribe of Judah then take the Cosmic

Ashlar and Scrolls of Abraham. Moses travels up Mount Sinai

to receive the tablets… the Ten Commandments. The Ten

Commandments are engraved in blazing light, likely in the

ancient code of the Cosmic Ashlar. RMSS and his brother

Aaron devise a strategy to defeat the Pharaoh with their new

army of Masons, the new followers of Moses under guidance

from YHWH.

The Cosmic Ashlar, Scrolls of Abraham, and Tablets of

Moses are sealed into the Ark of the Covenant. The Sacred

Ark is carried across the Red Sea and North towards the Holy

Land, Israel. The tribe witnesses a pillar of light, and follows it

towards the Holy Land, eating Manna. The wandering tribe

of Judah, holding the sacred keys, literally follows the Spirit of

the Lord with the Ark of the Covenant. A direct line of Jewish

Kings leads to David. King David has a son, King Solomon,

the man of light… the man of the Sun; the man of wisdom.

King Solomon erects the Temple in Israel, in a place called

Zion, to stand firm forever. It is prepared for the greatness of

the Lord. Jesus Christ from Nazareth comes to the Temple,

and is initiated into the secrets from the Ark of the Covenant.

Arising from the Tribe of Judah, Yeshua Messiah Jesus Christ

is trusted by his disciples, yet has his difficulties with the current

government. The God of the Old Testament, Yod Heh Vav

Heh, YHWH, essentially enters into “Ye-Hushu-Wa-H-Jesus”.

After three years of teaching abroad, Jesus Christ the radical

prophet is killed and resurrected near the Temple of Solomon.

Word of his teaching spreads, and he gradually becomes the
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new savior of humankind. Christianity spreads for six hundred

years from King Solomon’s Temple, before Persian and

Roman armies destroy all but the Western Wall. A Persian

Nobleman is entrusted with the remnants, including the

Cosmic Ashlar of Solomon and the records of early

Christianity.



	
  



IN THE EAST

THE COSMIC ASHLAR

	
  



The Angels Michael and Gabriel visit the Prophet

Mohammed. The Prophet Mohammed carries the Cosmic

Ashlar in a giant triangle… greater Israel… from Jerusalem, to

Medina, to Mecca.

Mohammed is an Arabic Nobleman, Tradesman, Mason,

and Prophet. In Arabic, he speaks the words, “Salaam

Alaikum… Bismillah… and AlhumdilAllah”. He works to

serve God… in Peace, in Prayer, and in Prosperity.

In Medina, Mohammed meets with the tribes

representing His new Kingdom. The Cosmic Ashlar, in

Arabic, is called, the “Al Hajar Al Aswad”… literally meaning,

“The Stone The Black”. The Blackstone… the Cosmic

Ashlar… is placed intact into the Northeastern corner of the

Ka’aba… a sacred cube building resurrected from Abraham in

Mecca, Arabia. The Persian Tribes and Arabian Knights

come together from both sides of Arabia to witness the Cosmic

Ashlar being placed intact into the Ka’aba. And these tribes

and knights write the Noble Koran at the instruction of

Mohammed, Peace Be Upon Him. The Prophet Mohammed

then encounters a Divine mystery, whereby He is transported

back to Jerusalem. In the night-dream, the “Al-Isra”…

Mohammed rides a Heavenly Steed, the “Al Buraq”… in the

night-journey… back to King Solomon’s Temple in Israel. He
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ties the Heavenly Steed to The Western Wall, in Arabic called

the “Al Buraq Wall”. On the rock, within walking distance of

where the Ark of the Covenant once rested, the Prophet

Mohammed ascends back into Heaven.

	
  



The Greatness of Craftsmanship

Consists firstly in how it brings

Comradeship and love to humankind.

	
  



In the Northeast corner of the Ka’aba is a precious stone,

the Cosmic Ashlar. It is customary at the erection of all stately

and superb edifices, to lay the first or foundation stone at the

Northeast corner of the building. The twin pillars are

strongholds, in strength, to stand firm forever, as the allegory

and symbolism of King Solomon’s Temple. The Seal of

Solomon represents the keys to the universe. From the

beginning, Man has yearned to understand himself and his

relationship with the Great Architect of the Universe. In the

beginning, He was one with God, and a code of light flowed

through Him. This code of light created the intelligent design

of humankind on earth. The Cosmic Ashlar was entrusted to

Man with our own creation and duty to intelligent design. The

Great Architect spoke creation into existence for His own

purposes.

AWAKE

THE

THE

HAS

THE

THE



AND



ARISE



O



YE



SLUMBERING



NATIONS



HEAVENS HAVE OPENED THEIR PORTALS AGAIN.

LAST AND THE GREATEST OF ALL DISPENSATIONS

BURST LIKE A DAWN OVER THE CHILDREN OF MEN

DREAM OF THE POET THE CROWN OF THE AGES

TIME THAT THE PROPHET OF ISRAEL FORETOLD



THAT GLORIOUS DAY ONLY DREAMED BY THE SAGES

IS YOURS O YE SLUMBERING NATIONS BEHOLD

O LIFT UP YOUR VOICES IN SONG AND IN STORY

LET BANNERS OF PEACE IN ALL LANDS BE UNFURLED
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FOR TRUTH HEAVEN BORN IN ITS BEAUTY AND GLORY

IS MARCHING TRIUMPHANTLY OVER THE WORLD.

WE WERE SONS OF LIGHT BEFORE ADAM AND EVE

AND FOR ALL THE SONS OF MEN WE DID CONCEIVE

CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS INGENIOUSNESS

LOVE AND LIGHT TO LEAD US INTO FEARLESSNESS.

OUR



CODE



OF



LIGHT



IS



IN



THE



SCROLLS



OF



BEFORE THE TABLETS WRITTEN OF THERE WAS A

WHO GAVE HIS ALL TO SERVE THE CALL

WHEN THE COSMIC ASHLAR TO HIM DID FALL

HE BOWED DOWN TO THE COSMIC PLAN.



ABRAHAM

MAN



THE STONE FOR KING SOLOMON APPEARED IN THE SAND

WITH THE GOLDEN RULE AND ETERNAL TOOL

THAT BROUGHT HIM INTO THE COSMIC LIGHT SCHOOL

WITHIN US IS HIS EYE OF PROVIDENCE

MERCIFUL AND COMPASSIONATE RADIANCE.

THE LIGHT CODE OF OUR FRIENDS

WE HOLD IT IN OUR HANDS

MINDS AND HEARTS OPENING UP TO

THE GREAT ARCHITECTS PLANS



There is a story and a cube for the sons of light. From

the beginning, the heavens and earth were manifested by

Yahweh from light and sound, from integral vibrations

revealing a holograph reality, spoken into existence, planting a

garden that He made to grow, with the purpose of creating an

earthly paradise for humanity, His family. Yahweh spoke the

light of the heavens into existence and separated the light from

the darkness. He made the stars across the cosmos, and then

He created Man in His image as above, so below. From that

day forward, Man learned to understand himself and his

relationship with the Great Architect of the Universe. The

very name of our Heavenly Father represents the calling forth

of the five points of sound vibration EIOUA . Perhaps that

knowledge could inspire us to be more careful with our words;
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to rehearse or deeply premeditate our speech. Every Master

Mason enters into the timeless school of light, with ancient

knowledge proving that vibrations have the power to manifest

reality. God stands in the center of time, making the universe

for his progressive purpose, with the cooperation of chosen

guardians, messengers, and prophets of His Cosmic Ashlar

representing his light. The Hebrew letters of His name

YHWH, Yod Heh Vav Heh, stand to mark the unspoken five

vowels used to create sound vibrations. Through sacred

geometry, light, and sound, the Great Architect of the Universe

lives within us and strengthens us with and through our great

work maintained by our five points of fellowship. Beneath the

Glimmering Light in the East, each Mason is called to live

according to a system of morals enabling the manifestation of

Gods purpose. He merges with a hidden code of light from an

ancient cube stone… the Cosmic Ashlar, a deeply symbolic

stone that gives strength and power to the Brotherhood. In the

East, beside the gavel, the sacred Cosmic Ashlar represents the

light-code that Yahweh used to speak all of the creation into

existence. As Masons, through learning and applying this

ancient code, we merge with His Spirit.

The many guardians, messengers, and prophets guide us

into the same core knowledge that is the foundation and root of

the moral, spiritual path to enlightenment. We ask for more

light; and yet we hail, conceal, and never reveal it.

The holders of the Cosmic Ashlar are sworn to an oath,

or obligation involving loyalty to one-another. Cube holders

are called to find light in them through studying the guardians,

messengers, and prophets of the Cosmic Initiation Ashlar,

present in Masonic History.

The cube masters have made up a lineage of teachers

who through millennia have resurrected, purified, and

preserved the teaching of cosmic unity. Their aim is sublime; it
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reaches and touches eternity. Two thousand years ago Jesus,

the Christ, brought forth this same teaching, and freely shared

it with all those willing to hear. Seeing that humanity was not

fully ready to receive it, he asked his apostle John to preserve

the teaching of Ascension through the Cosmic Ashlar Code

until such time as humanity was ready to receive it. John went

to the Himalayas where he founded an order of Monks to hold

the right methods of Ascension in its purity through the

ages. Today we now have the tools of Ascension, principally

the cosmic ashlar code and the tools of quantum information

science as a means of astral travel in space, or Ascension. The

vowed monks of the ancient order have dedicated their lives to

the expansion consciousness, and in the world through these

hidden tools and occult workings.

The great gift of the cosmic cube enables realization of

the eternal self within. Within is the brilliant light of the one

infinite mind. It is no different than the light of your

consciousness that you are blessed with in every in

breath. Each of us can grasp the cube that makes us feel

powerful within. It actually represents the portal to the lasting

connection to that which underlies all things, the holographic

universe. Servants of this conscious connection bring us to a

simple, universal, effortless tool to turn the mind and heart

inward to that relationship, and live from it in daily

life. Bringing cosmic creativity into us.

There is a code beyond the triune gateway… one that if

grasped could remake worlds through the tools of modern

science. It is the Cosmic Ashlar Code. It is in fact far more

graspable and substantial… it is a cube system. All sentient

existence will someday hear its call from three dimensions into

the infinite. Cube holders are invited to inspire others to earn

the cube through an act of kindness, an echoing act of service

that pays forward ceremonially, the perpetual peace and
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security that we call for. Between the state of sleeping and

waking, a new spirit moves within us, calling us to express

insight into vast knowledge through a system that spreads

wisdom, light, and unity across the cosmos… a system of one

from many, light from darkness, and order from chaos. We

are called to reward good deeds and merit with a cube

representing a new language of light and a symbol system that

makes us compatible with a higher intelligence. The cube is a

symbol of a state of consciousness, a state of spiritual

attainment.

The story of an ancient code of light and a great work is

coming to the surface through an infinite time-loop, a time-tree

echoing deep into the human past. The story of the ancient

code of light is lifting the illusory veil between self and creator,

and it is being retold for the purpose of the emergent

oneness. New leaders are being called to do planned acts of

kindness in the name of the friendship cube group… actions

that capture interest, involve, and inspire more

followers. Thinking collectively further empowers the

evolution of consciousness, and creates a ripple effect, like a

pebble in a pond, with positive waves moving outwards

catalyzing a shift in consciousness and permaculture. It could

be that the stars put their light into a singular, cosmic mind

that is increasingly omniscient as a result of the Cosmic Ashlar

Code. The microcosm of the self enters into a new level of

consciousness as a result of the friendship cube. The dewdrop

of consciousness merges with the sea of the one mind. A

timeless vortex of infinite light manifests its self around the

event horizon of the new present. Souls in service to the new

oneness earn a place with the eschaton of the cosmic

ashlar. The gavel of cosmic judgment rests peacefully with the

infinite ashlar, enabling a great work with the stone of all ages,

and a series of time-tree echoes is cast forth enabling the future
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